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1 Introduction

Read this manual before starting

For damages due to improper connection, implementation or operation Softing
refuses any liability according to our existing warranty obligations.

1.1 Intended use

The FG-260 is a gateway between EtherNet/IP and PROFINET with PROFINET
Controller functionality. It has been designed for use in factory, process and building
control. The unit must not be used in explosion hazard areas. The permissible ambient
conditions given in Chapter Technical Data must be complied with.

Note

Faultless and safe operation of the product requires proper transport, proper
storage and installation, and expert operation and maintenance in accordance
with the manual.

1.2 Scope of delivery

The FG-260 comprises the following parts:

FG-260 device (order number GCA-CA-010260)

CD-ROM including drivers, software, tools and manuals 
(order number MEA-CA-010260)

Quick Startup Guide (this document, order number MMA-CA-010260)

1.3 Safety precautions

CAUTION

During operation, the device's surface will be heated up. Avoid direct contact.
When servicing, turn off the power supply and wait until surface has cooled
down.

Note

Do not open the housing of the FG-260. It does not contain any parts that
need to be maintained or repaired. In the event of a fault or defect, remove the
device and return it to the vendor. Opening the device will void the warranty!

1.4 Restrictions in this version

In this version mapping between PROFINET data and EtherNet/IP data is done
automatically by the Communication Configuration Tool. Since the targeted PLC and the
components used do have certain limitations, some restrictions apply:

The number of Input and Output assemblies is restricted to two of each. There are
PLCs that support only one pair of Input and Output assemblies.

The amount of data for each assembly is restricted to 255 bytes.
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The overall amount of data that can be exchanged with a PLC supporting EtherNet/
IP by using the FG-260 is restricted to 1020 bytes for both Input and Output together.

The number of PROFINET devices with which the Controller in the gateway is
allowed to interact is restricted to 8. This has been implemented to meet the above
restrictions regarding the amount of data that can be exchanged.

In this version, the FG-260 does not forward any information regarding alarms and
diagnosis in the PROFINET system to the EtherNet/IP system.

1.5 Document history

Document version Modifications compared to previous version

1.00 - initial version none

1.01 Product rebranding/renaming

Graphics adapted

New section "How to use a PROFINET I-Device"

1.02 Tool name for configuration purposes renamed to
"Communication Configuration Tool".

IP address for FG-260 consistently set to
192.168.200.200.

Introduction to PROFINET revised and updated with new
graphics.

Connecting the power supply: Connection order and
labeling corrected.

Technical data:

Split into sub-sections for better readability.

Modified graphics reflecting distance to air inlet and air
outlet of minimum 50 mm.

New hint mentioning the required distance to air inlet
and air outlet.

Revised section "How to use the generated files in
RSLogix". Step-by-step description with new screens and
examples enhanced.

1.6 Conventions used

The following conventions are used throughout Softing customer documentation:

Keys, buttons, menu items, commands and
other elements involving user interaction are
set in bold font and menu sequences are
separated by an arrow

Open Start  Control Panel 
Programs

Buttons from the user interface are enclosed
in brackets and set to bold typeface

Press [Start] to start the application

Coding samples, file extracts and screen
output is set in Courier font type

MaxDlsapAddressSupported=23

Filenames and directories are written in italic Device description files are located in 
C:\StarterKit\delivery\software\Device
Description files
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CAUTION

CAUTION indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided,
may result in minor or moderate injury.

Note

This symbol is used to call attention to notable information that should be
followed during installation, use, or servicing of this device.

Hint

This symbol is used when providing you with helpful user hints.
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2 EtherNet/IP

2.1 Introduction to EtherNet/IP

2.1.1 Organization

The Open DeviceNet Vendor Association (ODVA) is an international association
comprising members from the world's leading automation companies. Collectively, ODVA
and its members support network technologies based on the Common Industrial Protocol
(CIP™). These currently include DeviceNet™, EtherNet/IP™, CompoNet™, Modbus/TCP
and ControlNet™. ODVA manages the development of these open technologies, and
assists manufacturers and users of CIP Networks through its activities in standards
development, certification, vendor education and industry awareness. Softing is a
member of ODVA.

2.1.2 Specifications

ODVA specifications are part of international standards related to Real Time Ethernet
protocols as shown in the table below.

Specification Int. Standard Topic

CIP (EtherNet/IP,
…)

IEC 61158,
Ed. 4

Digital data communications for measurement and
control - Fieldbus for use in industrial control
systems

CIP (EtherNet/IP,
…)

IEC 61784-2 Digital data communications for measurement and
control. Profile sets – Part 2

EDS ISO 15745 Industrial automation systems and integration --
Open systems application integration framework

“White paper” IEC 62443 Security Aspects of Distributed Industrial Computer
Systems

IEC 61784-4 Digital data communications for measurement and
control. Profile sets – Part 4

20 – 30 device
profiles

IEC 61784-3 Digital data communications for measurement and
control. Profile sets – Part 3

EtherNet/IP
chapter 8 & 9

(other busses the
same),

Additional
Installation Guide

IEC 61918 Digital data communications for measurement and
control – Profiles covering installation practice for
fieldbus communications media within and between
the Automation Islands

IEC 61784-5 Digital data communications for measurement and
control. Profile sets – Part 5

Table 1: EtherNet/IP specifications
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2.1.3 System model

In the EtherNet/IP network adaptation, CIP runs over the TCP/IP suite of protocols and
therefore can be deployed over any TCP/IP supported data link and physical layers, the
most popular of which is IEEE 802.3, commonly known as Ethernet. 

The following figure shows EtherNet/IP within the CIP architecture.

Figure 1: EtherNet/IP system model

EtherNet/IP supports various device categories:

Message Server:

Responds to explicit message requests from a Message Client, this is the minimum
functionality for all CIP devices. Typically used for configuration tools or
programming devices.

Message Client: 

Originates explicit messaging services requests. 

Adapter: 

Exchanges real-time I/O data with a Scanner Class product. Does not initiate
connections on its own. Includes Message Server functionality. Typically used for
racks of I/O.

Scanner:

Exchanges real-time I/O data with Adapter Class and other Scanner Class products.
Can initiate connections and responds to connection requests from other devices.
Includes Adapter class functionality. Typically used for PC-based controllers or
PLCs.
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2.1.4 Device model

CIP makes use of abstract object modeling to describe the communications view of the
product. The following figure shows a typical device object model.

 

Figure 2: CIP – different objects

The objects required in a typical device are:

Either a Connection Object or a Connection Manager Object

Identity Object

TCP/IP Interface Object

EtherNet Link Object

Message Router Object (at least its function)

Further objects are added according to the functionality of the device. The CIP
specification groups devices of similar functionality into device types with associated
profiles. Such a CIP profile contains the full description of the object structure and
behavior. Device developers must use a profile. Any device that does not fall into the
scope of one of the specialized profiles must use the Generic Device profile or a vendor-
specific profile.

2.1.5 Messaging model

CIP uses two standard types of messaging:

Implicit messaging

Explicit messaging
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2.1.5.1 Implicit messaging

Implicit messaging is used for the cyclic I/O-data exchange. The I/O messages will be
sent via the UDP protocol of the TCP/IP suite.

I/O messages are sent between devices once a CIP class 1 connection is established to
I/O connection points. Typically assembly objects are used for the I/O connection points.
Assembly Objects provide the option of mapping data from attributes of different
instances of various classes into one single attribute: an Assembly Object. This mapping
is generally used for I/O Messages to maximize the efficiency of the control data
exchange on the network. Assembly mapping makes the I/O data available in one block;
thus, there are fewer Connection Object instances and fewer transmissions on the
network. The process data are normally combined from different application objects.

The Scanner sends the output data via point-to-point connections. The Adapter typically
publishes the input data via multicast connections to one or more consumers.

Figure 3: Data exchange between scanner and adapter

2.1.5.2 Explicit messaging

Explicit messaging is used for point-to-point, client-server type messaging. The Server
side is bound to the Message Router object and the Client side is bound to a client
application object. The explicit messages will be sent via the TCP protocol of the TCP/IP
suite.

Explicit messages can be sent connected or unconnected. Each request contains a
service code with path information to the desired object (attribute) within the target
device. Explicit messaging is typical for:

Diagnostic
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Information

Configuration

2.1.6 Device description

An Electronic Data Sheet (EDS file) can be used for describing features and functions of
the device. EDS files are ASCII text files that describe a device from the network's
viewpoint. It allows a configuration tool to perform offline configuration and to download
configuration data to the device at a later time. Since the CIP Specification lays down a
set of rules for the overall design and syntax of an EDS, configuration of devices
becomes much easier. Specialized EDS editing tools, such as ODVA's EZ-EDS, can
simplify the creation of EDS files. The main purpose of the EDS is to give information on
several aspects of the device's capabilities, the most important ones being the I/O
Connections it supports and what parameters for display or configuration exist within the
device. It is highly recommended that an EDS file describes all supported I/O
Connections, as this makes the application of a device much easier. When it comes to
parameters, it is up to the developer to decide which items to make accessible to the
user. EDS files can be provided to customers on disk or through the http://www.odva.org
web page.

 

Figure 4: Part of an EDS file displayed by using a tool

The figure above shows screen shots of different parts of an EDS file. In our example the
EDS editing tool EZ-EDS is used.

http://www.odva.org
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2.2 EtherNet/IP functionality available in the solution

The table below shows, which EtherNet/IP adapter functionality is implemented in the
solution:

Functionality Value/Specification

Cycle time 8 ms

I/O Data up to 2 input and 2 output assemblies with up to 255 Byte
each

Number of IO connections 10 (default; configurable depending on available socket
resources)

Number of encapsulation
sessions

10 (default; configurable depending on available socket
resources)

Number of explicit
messaging connections

2 explicit messaging connections per encapsulation
session(20 explicit messaging connections in total,
configurable) 

Maximum number of
connections

2 explicit messaging connections x 10 encapsulation
sessions + 10 I/O connections (30 connections)

Predefined standard objects Identity

Message Router (with implemented functionality)

Connection Manager

Device Level Ring

Quality of Service

TCP/IP Interface

Ethernet Link

Functional scope Adapter

Quality of Service (QoS)

IPv4 Address Conflict Detection

Table 2: List of functionality available in the solution
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3 PROFINET

3.1 Introduction to PROFINET

3.1.1 Organization and specifications

The different aspects of a PROFINET system (communication protocol, device
description, profiles, installation guidelines, etc.) are defined in different specifications.
PROFINET specifications are created by the respective workgroups established by
PROFINET International (PI). PI members can download the specifications from the
website www.profinet.com. PI has about 1,400 members worldwide. The majority of
specifications have been submitted to the applicable international standardization bodies.
The table below shows the status of March 2012.

Specification Int. Standard Topic

PN IO V 2.3 IEC 61158, Ed. 4 Digital data communications for measurement
and control - Fieldbus for use in industrial
control systems

RT/IRT IEC 61784-2 Digital data communications for measurement
and control. Profile sets – Part 2

PN CBA V 2.2 IEC 61158, Ed. 4 Digital data communications for measurement
and control - Fieldbus for use in industrial
control systems

GSDML V 2.31 ISO 15745 Industrial automation systems and integration
-- Open systems application integration
framework

PN Security IEC 62443 Security Aspects of Distributed Industrial
Computer Systems

IEC 61784-4 Digital data communications for measurement
and control. Profile sets – Part 4

PROFIsafe V2.5,

PROFIdrive V4.1

IEC 61784-3 Digital data communications for measurement
and control. Profile sets – Part 3

PROFINET
Cabling and Inter-
connection

IEC 61918 Digital data communications for measurement
and control – Profiles covering installation
practice for fieldbus communications media
within and between the Automation Islands

IEC 61784-5 Digital data communications for measurement
and control. Profile sets – Part 5

Table 3: PROFINET specifications

3.1.2 System model

The use of PROFINET requires 100 MBit/s full duplex, switched Ethernet. The switch
functionality can be implemented as part of an external device (switch) or as part of the
automation device. The use of these two implementation types allows the support of
different topologies, including star, line, tree and ring topologies. A ring topology is a line
topology that has been closed to form a ring in order to support media redundancy.

http://www.profinet.com
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The PROFINET specification distinguishes three different device classes: controller,
device and supervisor. A number of (1 … n) controllers exchanges data cyclically and
acyclically with a number of devices (1 … m). A supervisor can be integrated in the
system in addition to the controller. For example, a supervisor can be used for
commissioning (as part of an engineering tool) or for the parameterization of devices.

 

Figure 5: Example structure of a PROFINET system

3.1.3 Device model

PROFINET devices are based on a modular device model, in which modules can be
plugged into slots. If a device has only virtual modules and virtual slots that cannot be
plugged by the user, this device is referred to as a compact device.

In addition to the modules that establish a connection to inputs and outputs, there is
another, special module type: the Device Access Point (DAP). The DAP is used for
modeling the communication interface of the device. A device family can include more
than one DAP. This allows the description of different interfaces (copper, fiber optic, 1
port, 2 ports, etc.) of the device family.

Slots/modules are further subdivided into subslots/submodules. This is currently always a
virtual subdivision. There are no devices in the market today that have pluggable
submodules. The submodule 0 plays a special role. It represents the slot/module in the
respective alarm messages. The submodule 0 cannot contain any IO data, records or
diagnostic information. All other submodules provide access to IO data, records or
diagnostic information.
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Figure 6: Structure of a PROFINET device

3.1.4 I/O data exchange

IO data is exchanged cyclically in PROFINET. Different cycles are possible within a
PROFINET system. The transmission cycle of the controller is used as the calculation
basis for the entire scheduling. The transmission cycle is a property of the controller and
describes the controller's performance. Every controller must support a transmission
cycle of 1 ms. Other cycles, which may be shorter or longer, can be additionally
supported. The ReductionRatio value is used to define the specific cycles for the
exchange of inputs and outputs. All parameters for the scheduling of IO data are
specified during commissioning and transmitted to the controller, which distributes these
parameters to the devices at the beginning of the data exchange. 
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Figure 7: Communication schedule of IO data

3.1.5 Acyclic data exchange

Alarms are exchanged acyclically. They can be transmitted and acknowledged by
controllers as well as by devices. Read and write access to records is also executed
acyclically. A special PROFINET protocol above UDP/IP is used for this purpose.

3.1.6 Device description

GSDML is used for describing the properties of a PROFINET device. 

GSDML stands for Generic Station Description Markup Language and is based on XML.
GSDML is the result of many years of experience with the description of device
properties in the PROFIBUS environment. But GSDML also describes extensions that
have been introduced with PROFINET (subslots, different communication interfaces,
etc.). XML is used by other PI workgroups as well. A style guide has been created to
prevent inconsistencies. The GSDML specification is based on all three sources.
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Figure 8: Sources of the GSDML specification

A useful tool for viewing and checking GSDML files is the PROFINET XML Viewer, which
PI members can download from the PI website.

 

Figure 9: Different parts of a GSDML file and their representation in the Viewer
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3.2 PROFINET functionality available in the solution

The table below shows, which PROFINET controller functionality is implemented in the
solution:

Functionality Availability / value

PROFINET Conformance Classes A/B; Specification
V2.3

Through SCAI

Cycle time down to 1 ms Implicit protocol function

Number of field devices max. 8 devices

Maximum amount of configuration data per field device 8 KB

Maximum amount of parameterization data per field
device

8 KB

Maximum amount of I/O data for all field devices 510 Byte Input and 510
Byte Output Data;
more data cannot be sent
over EtherNet/IP

Table 4: List of functions available in the solution
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4 The mindset behind FG-260

The FG-260 implements functionality that allows the exchange of data between
automation systems using PROFINET as communication means and automation
systems using EtherNet/IP. The FG-260 implements a PROFINET Controller and an
EtherNet/IP adapter. For detailed information about EtherNet/IP refer also to Introduction
to EtherNet/IP.

PROFINET is based on Ethernet. In a PROFINET system one or more Controller
communicate cyclically and acyclically with one or more devices. The communication
uses UDP/IP for non real time data exchange and pure Ethernet for real time data
exchange. Functionality of a device is described by a specific GSDML file. For detailed
information about PROFINET refer also to Introduction to PROFINET. Following an
overview of communication and data exchange:

Figure 10: Communication and data exchange within the solution
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A configuration tool is used to define the way how controller and devices communicate
with each other. Softing's Communication Configuration Tool (1) imports GSDML files to
create a pool of device descriptions. The user of the tool selects a controller and devices
from this pool to define the communication system. All PROFINET communication
products have a unique MAC address. This address is assigned by the manufacturer of
the device during production. Since UDP/IP is used as communication protocol, all
devices must have an IP address. These addresses are defined by the user of the
configuration tool and assigned to the devices by the controller at start up of the system.
A third addressing that is called device name is used to reference devices independently
from their MAC address. This device name is also defined by the user of the
configuration tool. The device name is assigned to devices by the configuration tool.

For details on how to interact with the Communication Configuration Tool refer also to the
different descriptions in our Tutorial.

Defined by Assigned by Example Can be
changed

Remarks

MAC
address

Manufacturer Manufacturer 00:3f:57:0a:bc:45 No

Device
name

User of
configuration
tool

Configuration
tool

Temperature-
sensor-01

Yes In case of device
replacement, a
new device
should have the
same device
name.

IP address User of
configuration
tool

Controller 172.34.9.112 Yes If the device has
disappeared,
controller tries to
assign IP
address.
Controller
searches for
device with a
defined device
name.

In addition, the Communication Configuration Tool is used to define other aspects of
communication such as cycle time for real time data exchange, structure of the device
(selection of used modules) and parameter values. The system definition is downloaded
to the controller (2). Both, the structure of this information and the way how it is
downloaded, are proprietary for a specific pair of controller and configuration tool. 

After receiving the configuration information, the controller application verifies its
consistency. After this step, the controller first checks for the existence of the devices. It
sends multicasts with the device name for each device in the configuration. Devices
available will answer. In the next step the controller assigns the defined IP addresses.
After having successfully finished, the controller establishes the connection. If the
connection is established, data is exchanged cyclically. In addition to the FG-260 device,
Softing's Communication Configuration Tool is also part of the complete product.

The configuration tool performs the above explained functions. The user defines the
system and downloads the information to the gateway. Besides this configuration, the
tool creates additional information and additional files (3). 
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PROFINET devices are structured in slots/modules. These are substructured into
subslots/submodules which are again substructured into channels. IO data is assigned to
channels. Today, devices support a number of modules, but in most of the cases only
one submodule per module and one channel per submodule. Additionally, a status is
assigned to each module during data exchange. There is a provider and a consumer
status. All this information is contained in a frame which is exchanged cyclically (4).

EtherNet/IP uses assemblies to exchange IO data. EtherNet/IP has also defined a
structure for assemblies. They only contain raw data (5).

It was the goal to provide as much information about the PROFINET devices and data as
possible in the assemblies. Therefore, all IO data including the status is mapped into the
assemblies. This means that the specific structure of an assembly depends on the
structure of the PROFINET system and its devices. It would be possible to create such
specific assemblies for each system. But this is not convenient. Therefore a different way
has been selected.

There is one generic EDS that can always be used. It is installed by default in ..\Softing
\FG-260\EDS. In addition to configuration and mapping information, the configuration tool
creates an AOI for each assembly. This AOI contains UDTs that represent the mapping
of the PROFINET system into the assembly. All variables of the AOI can be accessed
from any Rockwell PLC program (6).

The mapping is described in a human readable file, that is also generated by the
configuration tool. The same view is available at runtime from the gateway by using a
web client. Additionally this web page contains the real data (7).

For details on how to use the web server interface refer also to Using the internal web
server interface.

Note

We strongly recommend connecting the two Ethernet interfaces to different
networks (EtherNet/IP communication system and PROFINET communication
system), see also Connecting to network and front device label on housing:
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5 Installation

5.1 Install hardware

5.1.1 Mounting and dismounting

Note

Make sure the FG-260 is mounted in a manner that the power supply
disconnecting device or interrupt facility can always be reached easily. 

Note

Depending on the installation position, the maximum ambient operating
temperature may differ. Refer to Technical Data for detailed information.

Installation and inspection

Installation and inspection tasks are to be carried out by qualified personnel
only, i.e. personnel qualified according to TRBS 1203 or similar! The definition
of terms can be found in IEC 60079-17.

Mounting

1. For mounting the FG-260 on a DIN rail (35 mm), attach the two upper notches to the
rail. 

2. Press the device down towards the rail until it locks into place.

Note

Do not put stress on the system by bending or torsion.
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Dismounting

To dismount the FG-260 from the DIN rail, slide a screw driver horizontally underneath
the housing into the locking bar, slide the bar downwards – without tilting the screw driver
- and fold the device upwards.

5.1.2 Connection diagram

The following connection diagram gives an overview about the different plugs and
interfaces:

5.1.3 Connecting the power supply

The supply voltage (18 VDC .... 32 VDC) is connected by a 3-pole terminal block. The
power supply is connected to the plug connector via flexible wires with a cross section of
0.75 to 1.5 mm². The ground connection wire must have a cross section of 1.5 mm².

Pin Signal Description

3 L+ Positive supply voltage

2 Functional Earth

1 GND Ground

CAUTION

The Functional Earth (FE) connection of the device has to be connected at low
inductance with the Protective Earth (PE) of the system.

Note

As indicated in the connection diagram, the power can be applied alternatively
by a special DIN rail connector (Rail Power Supply). For further information
contact Enter value.
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5.1.4 Connecting to network

The FG-260 provides the following network connections:

EtherNet/IP and

PROFINET

Note

We strongly recommend connecting the two Ethernet interfaces to different
physical LAN networks (EtherNet/IP communication system and PROFINET
communication system).

Ethernet ports

The FG-260 is equipped with two 10/100 Base-T Ethernet interface receptacles (RJ45).
The Ethernet interface labeled EtherNet/IP is to be connected to an EtherNet/IP network.
The Ethernet interface labeled PROFINET is to be connected to a PROFINET network.

The Ethernet port corresponds to the IEEE 802.3 with the pin assignment shown below.

EtherNet/IP:

Pin Signal Description

1 TX+ Transmit signal positive

2 TX- Transmit signal negative

3 RX+ Receive signal positive

4 Not used Drain wire

5 Not used Drain wire

6 RX- Receive signal negative

7 Not used Drain wire

8 Not used Drain wire

PROFINET:

Pin Signal Description

1 TX+ Transmit signal positive

2 TX- Transmit signal negative

3 RX+ Receive signal positive

4 Not used Drain wire
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Pin Signal Description

5 Not used Drain wire

6 RX- Receive signal negative

7 Not used Drain wire

8 Not used Drain wire

5.1.5 Set up an IP connection between PC and FG-260

The FG-260 is delivered with the pre-configured IP address 192.168.200.200
(PROFINET LAN). Connect the device to your PC.

Note

Before connecting the FG-260 to your LAN network, make sure that its IP
address is not used by another network station.

To assign a new IP address to your PC, you must have administrator rights.

IP address information

The default IP address for the Ethernet interface in the PROFINET LAN is
192.168.200.200.

The IP address of the web server in the EtherNet/IP LAN is configured per default via
DHCP.

How to establish an IP connection to the gateway's web server

If your network is equipped with a
DHCP server

If your network is not equipped with a
DHCP server

1. Connect the upper Ethernet socket to
your network:

1. Connect the lower Ethernet socket
directly to a laptop:

2. Start the Search And Configuration
Tool in order to retrieve the current IP
of the FG-260.

2. Set the laptop IP address to
192.168.200.1/24

3. Open your browser and enter the the
address http://<IP address of the FG-
260 device>.

3. Open your browser and enter the address
http://192.168.200.200

4. The login window appears. 4. The login window appears.

5. You will be prompted to log in with username and password.

6. Enter administrator in the field Username. Enter fgadmin in the Password field
(default setting - refer also to Settings - User Accounts). The information page is
opened.
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Hint

Refer to How to use the Search and Configure Tool for a description on how to
retrieve the current IP address of a FG-260.

How to establish a TCP/IP connection to FG-260

The description below explains the establishment of a TCP/IP connection to your FG-
260. Such a connection makes it possible to change the pre-configured IP address of the
device. No auxiliaries, such as serial cables, are necessary with this method.

1. Ask your network administrator for the following information:

o IP address for the FG-260

o Subnet mask

o IP address of the default gateway

o IP address of the maintenance server

Hint

If the PC and the FG-260 share the same network, it is not necessary to
configure a default gateway.

2. Configure your PC in such a way that you have access to the network
192.168.200.0. For this purpose, you may have to assign your PC a second IP
address (e.g. IP address = 192.168.200.100, net mask = 255.255.255.0), refer also
to Assign a second (local) IP address under Windows 8.

3. Try to ping the FG-260. Open a DOS box and enter the following command: ping
192.168.200.200. The FG-260 should respond. If it does not respond you should
proceed as follows:

o Check whether the FG-260 is correctly connected to the LAN and whether it is
switched on.

o Check whether your PC is correctly connected to the LAN by a cable.

o Check whether the PC has been configured with a valid IP address from the
subnet 192.168.200.0. Try to ping the second (local) IP address of your PC (in the
example, 192.168.200.100). If the local Host does not respond, the second IP
address has not been initialized correctly.

4. If you have access to the FG-260 from your PC, you can change its network
configuration with a web browser (refer to Using the internal webserver interface).

5.1.6 Power up the device

Turn on the power supply. The boot process takes a few seconds. For indication of
proper operation of a FG-260 refer to Status indicators - LEDs.
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5.2 Install software

1. Insert your FG-260 CD-ROM into your CD drive.

a. If Autorun is enabled on your system, the startup page is opened.

b. If Autorun is disabled, open an Explorer window, select your CD drive and
double-click the file start.exe in the CD's root directory.

2. Select the installation language.

3. Click on the following three links one after the other:

a. "FG-260" which contains supplementary files such as this manual and the EDS
file

b. Softing's Communication Configuration Tool "ComConf" and

c. the Search and Configure tool "Search and Configure".

4. Select the required bit version for the tools from step 3 (32 or 64 bit) and save the
corresponding installation file.

5. Execute the file (Install<bit version><productname/version>.exe).

6. Select the installation language and follow the instructions of the installation wizard.

7. Complete the installation with a click on [Finish].

8. Repeat the steps from above for the two remaining applications, each time starting
with step 3 and completing with step 9.
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6 Status indicators - LEDs

The FG-260 is equipped with eight LEDs on its front side:

PWR stands for power supply, displays status (on/off)

RUN stands for running, displays status (on/off)

ERR stands for error (error information/mapping application)

CFG stands for configuration, displays configuration upload

Net stands for Network, displays EtherNet/IP Network status

Mod stands for Module, displays EtherNet/IP module status

SF stands for System Faults, displays PROFINET system faults (wrong
configuration, internal error, ...)

BF stands for Bus Faults, displays PROFINET bus fault

The LEDs may be on permanently or flash in different colors and frequencies. We use
the following symbols:

Symbol Color Lighting

none off

red permanent

green permanent

red flashing (1 Hz)

green flashing (1 Hz)

green flashing slowly (0.5 Hz)

green flashing quickly (5 Hz)

6.1 Device LED statuses (PWR, RUN, ERR and CFG) in stand-alone
mode

LEDs Meaning

PWR RUN

green

ERR CFG

Start–up phase (approximate 20 seconds)
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LEDs Meaning

PWR RUN

green green

ERR CFG

Device is running/operational

PWR RUN

green green

red

ERR CFG

Permanent hardware fault detection during startup

A fatal error has been detected. Possible failure could be a
missing Ethernet connection.

PWR RUN

green green

red

ERR CFG

Primary device, hardware failure

A minor hardware failure has been detected during start-up.

PWR RUN

ERR CFG

Primary Device, failure

A failure has been detected.

6.2 PROFINET LED statuses (SF and BF)

LEDs Meaning

green green

 SF  BF

Operating

The network status is ok

green

 SF  BF

Controller has been successfully configured

red

 SF  BF

Configuration failed

PROFINET protocol has not been configured

or

Non volatile storage problem

or

Application watchdog is expired
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LEDs Meaning

red red

 SF  BF

Address conflict detected

The network communication may be disturbed

or

Internal error

The UDP stack has reported an internal unrecoverable error

or

Duplicate name error

A duplicated name has been detected

red

 SF  BF

Hardware error

A failure has been detected

or

Security EEPROM error

red red

 SF  BF

Ethernet error

Ethernet controller is not existing or not working properly

red red

 SF  BF

General error

6.3 EtherNet/IP LED statuses (Net and Mod)

Network status (Net)

LED Color and
lighting

Meaning

steady off No power

No power is supplied to the device

steady green Operating

The device is operating correctly

flashing green Standby

The device has not been configured

flashing red Minor fault

The device has detected a recoverable error

Note: An incorrect or inconsistent configuration is considered a
minor fault

steady red Major fault

The device has detected a non-recoverable error

flashing green /
red

Self-test

The device is performing its power up testing
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Module status (Mod)

LED Color and
lighting

Meaning

steady off No power

No power is supplied to the device

steady green Operating

The device is operating correctly

flashing green Standby

The device has not been configured

flashing red Minor fault

The device has detected a recoverable error

Note: An incorrect or inconsistent configuration is considered a
minor fault

steady red Major fault

The device has detected a non-recoverable error

flashing green /
red

Self-test

The device is performing its power-up testing
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7 Using the internal web server interface

After an IP connection between PC and FG-260 has been set up as described in Set up
an IP connection between PC and FG-260, you may access the FG-260 from your PC by
means of a web browser that supports JavaScript (e.g. Microsoft Internet Explorer).

7.1 Login to web server

IP address information

The default IP address for the Ethernet interface in the PROFINET LAN is
192.168.200.200.

The IP address of the web server in the EtherNet/IP LAN is configured per default via
DHCP.

How to establish an IP connection to the gateway's web server

If your network is equipped with a
DHCP server

If your network is not equipped with a
DHCP server

1. Connect the upper Ethernet socket to
your network:

1. Connect the lower Ethernet socket
directly to a laptop:

2. Start the Search And Configuration
Tool in order to retrieve the current IP
of the FG-260.

2. Set the laptop IP address to
192.168.200.1/24

3. Open your browser and enter the the
address http://<IP address of the FG-
260 device>.

3. Open your browser and enter the address
http://192.168.200.200

4. The login window appears. 4. The login window appears.

5. You will be prompted to log in with username and password.

6. Enter administrator in the field Username. Enter fgadmin in the Password field
(default setting - refer also to Settings - User Accounts). The information page is
opened.

Depending on the web browser you are using the information presentation may vary
slightly:
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Figure 11: Information window after login

The menu bar on the left side offers three main menus and several submenus:

Information

Diagnostics

Configuration

Note

If you erase the FG-260 configuration, the password will be reset to its default
value.
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7.2 Information

The Information menu offers the following menu items:

Menu item Functionality

Contact shows you Softing's contact information in case 

you require general information about the product or

you need technical support or

you like to provide feedback about the product.

Softing Industrial Automation GmbH

Richard-Reitzner-Allee 6

85540 Haar / Germany

Tel: + 49 89 4 56 56-0

Fax: + 49 89 4 56 56-488

Internet: http://industrial.softing.com

Email: info.automation@softing.com

Support: support.automation@softing.com

Version gives you detailed information about the FG-260 and the used stack
software. The entire device is identified by hardware version numbers
and serial numbers. The firmware version and the bootloader version
are also indicated. For each stack version information about the IP
core, the stack and the API is provided.

Manual provides access to information on how to use the web server. Click 
[Device Manual] to open the FG-260 User Manual.
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Menu item Functionality

Notices informs you about the open Source Declaration and the open source
software packages used  in conjunction with FG-260.

Click the license declaration link to open a window which gives you

information about the source and its license agreements and

allows you to download the source components.
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7.3 Diagnostics

The Diagnostics menu offers the following menu items:

Menu item Functionality

System shows you system information about the operating system and the
hardware status:

Operating State: operational, ...

System Uptime: Time since the FG-260 has been booted

Memory load: Percentage of memory used

Flash Load: Percentage of flash used
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Menu item Functionality

Internet
Protocol

gives you detailed information about the web server addresses used.

Click [Change Settings] to open a window allowing you to change
EtherNet/IP Adapter-, Web Server and Routing Settings.
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Menu item Functionality

[Change Settings and Reboot] updates the settings information and
initiates a system reboot.

[Read Current Values] updates the window information with the
current values.

Note

We strongly recommend connecting the two Ethernet
interfaces to different networks (EtherNet/IP communication
system and PROFINET communication system), see also 
Connecting to network and front device label on housing:

IPv4 Network settings of this web server within the EtherNet/IP
network

MAC Fixed MAC address

IP address Configurable IP address

Subnet mask Configurable subnet mask

IPv4 Network settings of this web server within the PROFINET
network

MAC Fixed MAC address

IP address Configurable IP address

Subnet mask Configurable subnet mask
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Menu item Functionality

EtherNet/IP
Status

shows status information about the EtherNet/IP stack running on the
FG-260:

EtherNet/IP Status

MAC MAC address, e.g. 00:06:71:2d:00:1c

Stack Status Initialized / Not initialized

Stack State Online / Offline

EtherNet/IP Connected / Disconnected

Address OK / Duplicate address detected

Hardware OK / Hardware error detected

License OK / Secprom error detected

Watchdog OK / Watchdog expired

Protocol OK / Protocol error detected

Data transfer Enabled / Disabled

Click [Read Current Values] to update the information.
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Menu item Functionality

PROFINET
Status

shows status information about the PROFINET stack running on the
FG-260:

PROFINET
Status

Controller status messages and their meaning

MAC MAC address, e.g. 00:06:71:2d:00:1c

Stack State Online / Offline 

Stack
Status

OK - controller has been configured successfully 
(stack state: offline)

Controller configuration failed
(stack state: offline)

Not configured

Duplicate address detected

Hardware error detected

Watchdog expired

Ethernet failure

UDP failure

Duplicate name detected

Warning: Ethernet speed or duplexity problem
found- Secprom error detected

Warning: NV storage problem

Data
transfer

Enabled / Disabled

Device State message text Meaning

Deactivated Device not used in configuration

Searching for device Controller searches for devices with
configured device name
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Menu item Functionality

Device State message text Meaning

Connection establishment Controller has started connection
establishment

Connection establishment
and configuration error

Configuration mismatch

Connection establishment
and connection error

Parameter mismatch

Connection establishment
and control error

Start up failure

Connection establishment
and error

Other error (e.g. time out)

Connected Connection established

Disconnected Connection interrupted due to different
reasons (e.g. time out)

Unknown state

Note

The system will always display eight device lines with the
respective number of existing devices (up to eight (8)
devices).

Mapping shows mapping information including available data:

I/O Mapping Status FG260

Configuration Available / Not available

EtherNet/IP Enabled / Disabled

PROFINET Enabled / Disabled

The lower part of the window contains detailed mapping description
data.

Click [Read Current Values] to update the information.

Note

Do not use the same IP address for the web server and the
communication entity (adapter or controller).

Advanced opens the following submenu:
Device Temperature
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7.3.1 Advanced - Device Temperature

This table shows you information about current temperature values in degrees Celsius
and Fahrenheit.

Refer to Technical Data for information on operating and storage temperature.

7.4 Configuration

The Configuration menu offers the following menu items:

Settings - General Settings

Settings - Internet Protocol

Settings - User Accounts

System Maintenance - Restart

System Maintenance - Firmware

System Maintenance - Configuration Backup

7.4.1 Settings - General Settings

Allows you to

enable or disable the EtherNet/IP stack  and to

enable or disable the PROFINET stack.

Click [Change Settings] to confirm and implement changes made on the settings above.
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7.4.2 Settings - Internet Protocol

Allows you to change IP address and network settings for the web server access from
PROFINET and EtherNet/IP segment and from the EtherNet/IP adapter.

Note

We strongly recommend connecting the two Ethernet interfaces to different
networks (EtherNet/IP communication system and PROFINET communication
system), see also Connecting to network and front device label on housing:

IP Address and Subnet Mask must be present in any case.

It is not necessary to configure a Default Gateway, if the Host and the FG-260 share
the same network.

Click [Change Settings and Reboot] to confirm and implement changes made on
the settings above and to reboot the system.

Click [Read Current Values] to read the current address and network information.
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7.4.3 Settings - User Accounts

This menu allows you to change and confirm the administrator password. The following
standard login and password is available:

Role Login name Password

Administrator administrator fgadmin

The password can be changed in the following window:

Change Password

New Administrator Password

Confirm

Enter the password into the corresponding field(s), confirm your entry and click [Change
Password] to confirm the modified password.

The following tasks can be executed by the administrator role:

Configure network settings

Set passwords

Set time settings and home page options

Restart applications

Monitor process values

Monitor diagnostic values

Note

Be careful when changing the administrator password. If you lose your
changed administrator password, you cannot perform any configuration or set
up task. In this case contact the Softing support to get the device password
reset.

7.4.4 System Maintenance - Restart

Allows you to restart the system:

Click [Restart Now] to restart the system.

7.4.5 System Maintenance - Firmware

Allows you to

erase configuration data such as mapping, IP settings and password

and to

select new firmware file(s):

1. Click right beside the Select Firmware field and browse to your firmware file.
Confirm with [Open].

2. Then click [Download Firmware and Reboot] to download the firmware file and to
reboot the system.
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The system performs a firmware file check. The download will be started. Messages
will indicate the current download status. A complete download is indicated as
successful and the FG-260 will be rebooted.

Note

Do not access the web server of the FG-260 before the "Success" message is
displayed in the browser window. If you do so, you will have to clear the cache
of your web browser after the boot process has finished, and then re-establish
a connection to the web server of the FG-260.

The end of the boot process is indicated by a continuously lit RUN LED for a FG-260.

7.4.6 System Maintenance - Configuration Backup

Allows you to

select configurations

Restore Configuration of PROFINET-EtherNet/IP-Mapping

[Select Configuration of PROFINET-
EtherNet/IP-Mapping]

[Browse]

[Select Configuration of IP settings 
(Use restart to apply new IP settings
after upload)]

[Browse]
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to perform one of the following actions by clicking the corresponding button:

Button Action

[Load configuration file(s) into
FG-260]

Download configuration from a selectable
location to the device

[Save Configuration of
PROFINET-EtherNet/IP
Mapping from FG-260]

Save configuration describing the mapping and
the PROFINET communication to a selectable
location

[Save Configuration of IP
Settings from FG-260]

Save configuration describing the IP settings to
a selectable location

[Erase Configuration of
PROFINET-EtherNet/IP-
Mapping]

Erase the current configuration information

[Erase Configuration of IP
Settings]

Erase the current configuration information
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8 Tutorial

8.1 Preconditions

Before performing one of the tasks described in this tutorial, make sure the following
requirements are fulfilled:

The FG-260 is installed and powered (Install hardware).

The Communication Configuration Tool is installed on the PC (Install software).

PC and FG-260 are connected through Ethernet.

PROFINET devices are connected to the FG-260.

A PLC programming tool is available.

A PLC supporting EtherNet/IP is connected to the gateway and can be programmed.

8.2 Create a project and a segment in the Communication
Configuration Tool

A project is necessary to store all information about a specific system set up.

1. Open the project creation dialogue

2. Select File  New Project. The dialogue shown below appears:

3. Enter the project information.

4. Enter the folder name relative to the provided path.
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5. Enter the tag name, i.e. the name under which the project is stored.

6. Optionally you can enter a description.

A project can contain several segments. After creating the project a default segment is
already existing.

8.3 Define properties of the segment’s Network Access Profile

The network access profile has also been defined and assigned to the segment.

Network access is required for

scanning for stations during online configuration,

changing device properties (device name),

downloading the configuration to the controller.

In the Communication Configuration Tool, a network access profile must be defined. This
profile describes the access to the network. Multiple network access profiles can be
defined since a computer may have more than one Ethernet port. It is also possible to
assign multiple network access profiles to a single physical interface. In this way,
different IP addresses can be used in different projects.

1. Activate the required window- To do so, select Options  Network Access
Profiles.

2. Create a new profile or change an existing profile. If a profile already exists and an
additional profile is to be created, a new template needs to be created first by clicking
the [Create] button. 

3. Define a profile name. To do so, enter a name. The name can be used later for
reference in the segment of the project (Live List view, etc.). After the template has
been created, a default name is suggested, which can be edited if desired.

4. Define the properties of the profile:
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Network adapter:

o Select the network adapter from the drop-down list box, which contains all
available network adapters. The names given there are those assigned by the
operating system. The installed PROFINET stack supports only wired
communication means; therefore only these adapters should be selected.

Station name: 

o If the check box is not selected, the machine name is used as the station name.
If the machine name does not conform to the PROFINET naming conventions, it
will be adapted. To assign a custom name, activate the check box and enter the
desired name. As the name is typed, it is automatically checked for conformance
to the PROFINET naming conventions. The station name is used by the
PROFINET stack running on the PC.

IP addresses:

o If the check box is not selected, the settings of the selected network adapter are
applied.

o If the check box is selected, you can specify custom settings. They will only be
used when the Communication Configuration Tool actively accesses the
network.

5. Save settings.

8.4 Import the GSDML file for the device

1. To import GSDML files, open the Type Catalog Maintenance view with View  Type
Catalogue Maintenance or by clicking the [Maintenance] button in the Station
Types view.

2. Click the [Import] button. Then select the GSDM file(s) to be imported:

3. Confirm with [OK].
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To delete an imported GSDML file from the catalog select the corresponding file from the
list and click [Delete].

8.5 Add an FG-260 instance to the segment

Since the FG-260 gateway is a station type, it is included in the type catalog. Currently
there is only one Softing gateway available:

1. In section Manufacturer select Softing Industrial Automation GmbH and in
section Family select Gateway. 

2. An entry for the FG-260 will appear.
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3. Select the device from the type catalog and drag and drop it into the Topology view
where it is instantiated. The Station Name and IP address must be correctly set
according to the specifications defined in the project (name and IP addresses). The
Tag Name is used for internal references in the project, e.g. for User Defined Types
of the AOI. It can also be changed.

8.6 Add devices

A device type is only available in the type catalog if its GSDML file has been imported.
The station type is represented by the Device Access Point (DAP) in the type catalog
view. GSDML files describe device families. The members of a family differ at least in the
DAP. Therefore, the catalog may include multiple entries for one imported GSDML file.
The DAPs of different devices differ at least in the ModuleIdentNumber and, in most
cases, also in the order number.

1. Select the required station type in the type catalog.
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2. Drag and drop it into the Topology view where it is instantiated. To facilitate
readability of the type catalog view, the catalog entries can be filtered.

8.7 Define the topology

The topology of the network is defined in the Topology view. In the current version of the
Communication Configuration Tool, the topology is only given as a logical representation.
Logical connection lines are drawn between the controller and the devices used. There is
no check to see whether the device layout corresponds to reality. It is not possible to
assign more than one logical connection to a device without an internal switch. If this is
attempted, an error message will be generated when the segment check is run.

Activate the required view

Open a new project. An empty Topology view is displayed automatically.

Create logical connections between instances in the Topology view

1. Select an instance in the Topology view. An arrow appears in the top right corner of
the instance.

2. Click this arrow with the mouse. When the mouse pointer changes to an arrow, press
the left mouse button and drag the arrow to another instance.

Create additional topology views

Select Window  New View to create an additional topology view.
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8.8 Define modules and parameter settings

Define modules

1. To define modules, open the Topology view.

2. Select the required device instance.

3. Right-click on the instance and select Configure Modules.

4. You can add modules to the Module List by clicking on the plus icon under
Supported Slots or using drag and drop.

Note

In GSDML files of Siemens, identical modules are referenced two times: One
time without and one time with asterisk. 

Always select the module(s) without asterisk:

Define parameters

1. To define parameters, open the Topology view.

2. Select the required device instance.
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3. Right-click on the instance and select Configure Parameters:

8.9 Assign IP addresses and interface name

The IP address can be set to suit the specific setup.

Every PROFINET device needs an IP address. While the defined station name is
assigned to the device during the configuration, the IP address is assigned by the
controller at runtime. The IP addresses are part of the configuration information that is
provided to the controller as soon as the configuration has been completed. 

1. Select the relevant instance, i.e. the instance to which the IP addresses are to be
assigned.

2. Activate the Properties view. You can

a. select the instance and then press the key combination Alt+Enter 

or

b. select View  Properties from the menu.

If the view is already open, the properties of the instance will be displayed
immediately after the instance is selected.

3. Enter the IP addresses. The IP addresses are given in the Address section. Three
addresses are assigned here:

IP address of the device; for example: 172.20.12.1

Subnet mask; for example: 255.255.0.0

Default gateway; for example: 172.20.12.1

If no IP address has been entered yet, an exclamation mark is shown next to the
input field. This symbol disappears as soon as numbers are typed into the field. If the
numbers entered are not permitted, a white cross on a red background ( ) will be
displayed next to the input field.
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4. Switch to the Properties view. Go to the I/O section.

5. Set the cycle time for I/O data exchange. The default setting for most of the devices
is 1 ms and is taken from the GSDML file. We recommend to adapt this cycle time to
the RPI selected for the Adapter in the EtherNet/IP system. 

Hint

If an RPI of 10 ms is selected, a cycle time of 5 ms both for Input and Output
data would be sufficient.

8.10 Assign device names

Device names for the PROFINET devices can be selected as desired. The device name
for them has to be transferred to the device itself. This is described here. The device
name is later used as part of the mapping definition and can also be found in the AOI.

Every PROFINET device in the network must have a unique name. This name is
assigned in the project and downloaded to the device in the Online Mode. This process
involves the following steps.
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1. Select the relevant instance, i.e. the instance to which a device name is to be
assigned.

2. Activate the Properties view. You can

a. select the instance and then press the key combination Alt+Enter 

or

b. select View  Properties from the menu.

If the view is already open, the properties of the instance will be displayed
immediately after the instance is selected.

3. Enter the station name. The station name is given in the Identity section. If no name
has been entered yet, an exclamation mark is shown next to the input field. This
symbol disappears as soon as characters are typed into the field. If the entered
characters are not permitted, a white cross on a red background will be displayed
next to the input field.

4. After entering the station name is immediately shown in the selected instance of the 
Topology view.

8.11 Check and compile the configuration

1. Click the [Check Current Segment] button or press F7. 

2. The Communication Configuration Tool first checks the current configuration. If the
check is successful, the configuration is compiled to a binary file with an internal
structure that is known to the controller.

3. The binary file is saved to the folder <Project>\Current\Code\<UUID>\.

8.12 Compare defined and real configuration

It is possible to verify whether the defined device configuration(s) match the real device
configuration. Furthermore, some device features can be set by using the program. The
necessary steps are explained in the following sections. 

8.12.1 Create live list

There are two use cases in which it is important to know the devices in the network:

matching the physical system to the configured system and

checking or assigning the device name (or station name).

A project is not required for creating a live list. The application must be connected to the
network to be scanned. This requires the definition of the network access profile.

1. Select View  Live List to activate the required view.
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2. Select the network access profile.
The network to be scanned must be connected to the PC and accessible to the
Communication Configuration Tool. The appropriate network access profile has to be
selected for this purpose.

Note

Make sure that there is only one IP address assigned to the used network
card!

3. Define the segment
This step is only relevant if the live list stations will later be compared to the stations
defined in the Topology view. In this case, the segment needs to be selected in the
corresponding field.

4. Click the scan icon  to start the network scan. The stations detected will be
displayed in a list.

8.12.2 Match and verification

If the live list is created for a specific segment for which device instances have been
defined in the Topology view, the instances are automatically matched to the found
stations.

Different PROFINET services are used to create the live list.

DCP; here the device is addressed using the MAC address. 

Read; not all important data can be acquired using DCP. The Read service is based
on the TCP/IP protocol. It requires the assignment of an IP address to the device so
that the Communication Configuration Tool can reach the device.

Requirement

A configuration exists and information has been acquired from the physical network.

Automatic assignment

The automatic assignment can have the following results:

Result Reason Remark

Type unknown Device has no IP address

IP address of the device is in a different
subnet

ModuleIdNumber of the DAP is not
available

Type catalog contains no GSDML file for
the found device

The appropriate IP
address may need to
be assigned to the
device 

The settings of the
network access profile
may need to be
changed.

The appropriate
GSDML file may need
to be imported. 

Not assignable There is no configured device of the
same type as a found device. The type
check is based on the comparison of
VendorId, DeviceId, ModuleId of the DAP

The configuration in the
Topology view has to
be adapted to the live
list devices.
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Result Reason Remark

The same device is described in multiple
GSDML files in the type catalog. The
Communication Configuration Tool
performs a preselection, but the
configured device is of a different type.

Uniquely
assigned

There is a 1:1 match between a
configured device and a live list device.
The type and the device name are
exactly the same in both the live list
device and the configured device, and
there is no other device instance that has
the same properties.

Ambiguously
assigned

There is more than one device with the
same device name either in the Live List
or in the Topology view.

The assigned device
names have to be
unique.

Assignable The live list device and the device in the
Topology view have the same type, but
different device names.

The device names need
to be changed.

8.12.3 Transmit station name to device

During the configuration, a device name and an IP address are defined for each device.
The controller uses the device name at runtime to detect the configured devices and
assign the IP addresses to them. The factory default name of the device will usually not
correspond to the name used in the project. Therefore, the device name can be modified
in the Communication Configuration Tool.

The live list has been created and the device name to be assigned is known. The
topology of the network may have been defined already.

1. Select the device.
After a successful network scan, the list of devices found is displayed in the left-hand
part of the Live List view. 

Select the device from the list and click the online maintenance icon . A pop-up
window is displayed.

2. Set the device name (station name).
The Online Maintenance window shows the available information about the device.
In the bottom part of the window, two tabs are provided. The Address tab displays
the read device name. This name can be changed. The IP addresses can also be
edited. The Miscellaneous tab provides a number of buttons, which can be used to
perform the following functions:

a. Start Blink: An LED of the device has to blink on demand at a specified
frequency and for a specified time. This allows identifying which live list device
corresponds to which physical device. This function is particularly useful if many
of the same devices are used in a configuration.

b. Stop Blink: Stops the blink function.

c. Factory Reset: Resets the variable values for device names and IP addresses
to the factory defaults.
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After the physical device associated with the live device has been identified and the
new device name has been entered, the device name can be transmitted to the
device. This is done by using the Set button to the right of the device name line.

Information on this action is shown in the Message Log.

3. Repeat the scan to check the device name (refer to properties of the displayed
device).

In the current version, the Communication Configuration Tool does not automatically
match the device name of the physical device to the name assigned in the
configuration. This has to be done manually by the user.

8.13 Transmit the configuration result to the target system

Click the button [Download Current Segment]  to check and compile the
configuration and to download the created binary file to the FG-260.

The FG-260 must meet the following two requirements:

It must be located in the same network as the PC running the Communication
Configuration Tool, and it must be accessible.

The device name of the controller must correspond to the device name of the
instance. Refer to Compare defined and real configuration in order to verify the
names.

8.14 Check the created files

The FG-260 generates four files that are used by different components of the overall
product. These files are located in the <project>\Export directory.

File Content Used by

AssemblyAOIs.l5x AOI in structured text that
provides convenient access to
the data.

RSLogix for accessing data

GatewayMapping.html Mapping description for
PROFINET and EtherNet/IP

User for information purposes

IoList.xml IO data mapping for FG-260 This file is not used by the FG-
260. The relevant information
is contained in the file  
segment.bin.

Segment.bin Configuration information
for the PROFINET
Controller on the FG-260.

Mapping information for the
application running on the
FG-260

Supplementary information
for the mapping application

Mapping application
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8.15 How to use the generated files in RSLogix

Preconditions:

1. The PLC is switched on. A compact flash card is inserted in the CF slot on the front
side of the PLC. 

2. RSLogix 5000 (appropriate version) is installed.

3. RSLinx is running: configure an EtherNet/IP driver, select the proper PC network
interface and start the driver. The connected devices will appear in the RSLinx
browsing window.

4. Start RSLogix and open a new project:
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5. Select File  Import Component Add-on Instruction from the main menu. An
explorer window is opened. Select your required *.lx5 file. The following dialog
appears:

a. For every assembly used an add-on instruction appears as child of the node
"Add-On Instructions" (AOI). These AOI can be used later in PLC programs.

b. For each used assembly an add-on-defined data type appears as child of the
node "Data Types/Add-On-Defined". These data types can be used later in PLC
programs.

c. For every assembly used a user-defined data type appears as child of the node
"Data Types/User-Defined". This data type is used as data type of tag to be
passed for the InOut parameter "cooked" of the ladder element.

6. Instantiate the generic Ethernet module in the I/O Configuration. To do so

a. select the Ethernet node in the I/O configuration segment,

b. activate New module in the context menu appearing. In the table which is
opened select ETHERNET-MODULE and click [Create].
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7. Enter the following information into the dialog New Module: (for Name enter any
name that follows the rules of the tool):

In case that more than two assemblies are needed to exchange the data between
the FG-260 and the PLC, you must use the EDS Import function of RSLogix and
import the provided EDS file first and then generate the Ethernet module based on
the imported information.
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a. Open tab General and click [Change]. Then edit the settings in the appearing
Module Definition dialog:

b. Add a second Exclusive Owner connection.

c. As a result of this step tags for Configuration, Input and Output appear In the
controller tag list. They are shown as SINT arrays. Input and Output represent
the communicated assemblies on the controller.

8. In the Controller Tags (or Program Tags of MainProgram or another scheduled
program, where you want to add the add-on ladder elements), create one tag of each
type.

9. In the Controller Tags (or Program Tags of MainProgram or another scheduled
program, where you want to add the add-on ladder elements), create one tag of each
type (e.g. FGPNIOEIP_I1Data).

10. In the MainRoutine or other called routine of the program, where you want to add the
add-on ladder elements, create the add-on ladder elements for input and output by
selecting a rung and choosing the respective ladder element from the "Add-On"
group.
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Each such ladder element appears as function block with optionally visible
description and the edit fields for:

o the ladder elements tag (use the respective tag created before)

o its parameter "cooked" (use the respective tag created before)

o its parameter "raw" (use the field "Data" of the respective input or output tag).
This parameter references the assembly data - its parameter "sync" (use "0", if
the assembly data should be decoded/encoded unsynchronized directly, use "1",
if the assembly data should be decoded/encoded synchronized via internal help
buffer "copy").

11. Now you can use variables of the UDT of the AOI. In the visible description you can
see the reference of the variable to a PROFINET variable on a device.
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Before output data is written for the first time, enter the corresponding status value.
Thus all Output Status values are set to Valid.

8.16 How to use a PROFINET I-Device

Sometimes an automation system can be built hierarchically. Machines within a
production line should serve as an example. Each of the machine is automated internally.
PROFINET is used. The machine is controlled by a PLC. Additionally another PLC is
used to monitor and control the overall production line. It is necessary that the PLC on
the production line level can also exchange data with the machine PLC. Products that
implement both PROFINET Controller and PROFINET Device functionality are called I-
Device.

Click the following link to find detailed information:

http://support.automation.siemens.com/. 

There is also a list of products available that implement this functionality.

In case that a Rockwell PLC or any other PLC supporting EtherNet/IP is used as
monitoring PLC in the above described scenario, the FG-260 can be used to exchanged
data between the PLC and the I-Device. the I-Device is integrated into the project in the
same way as described in Section Import the GSDML file for the device and following
Sections. The only difference is related to the GSDML file. With all other PROFINET
devices the GSDML is provided by the manufacturer. The GSDML device of an I-Device
is generated. Today only Siemens PLCs support I-Device functionality. Therefore, TIA
Portal is used to generate the GSDML file. Refer to the appropriate part of the TIA portal
documentation for detailed information.

http://support.automation.siemens.com/WW/llisapi.dll?aktprim=0&lang=en&referer=%2fWW%2f&func=cslib.csinfo&siteid=cseus&groupid=4000003&extranet=standard&viewreg=WW&nodeid0=10805255&objaction=csopen
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9 Supplementary information

9.1 Naming conventions

The Communication Configuration Tool creates the mapping definition between
PROFINET data and EtherNet/IP data and the Add On Instruction that allows to access
the data within a PLC program in a convenient way.

The name of the AOI and the UDT is derived from the Tag Name of the  FG-260 in the
Communication Configuration Tool project. This Tag Name can be changed in the
project. This results in a new name of the AOI and the UDT and allows to use different
AOI and UDT in the same PLC project.

Field names in the UDT are created by using PROFINET structuring information. A field
name starts with:

State – represents state information of a PROFINET module,

Inputs – represents an input of a PROFINET device,

Outputs – represents an output of a PROFINET device.

This is followed by a data type reference. The last three figures denote:

Device number

Slot number

Subslot number

The table below shows an example for some Input bits. Besides the UDT field names
already explained above it contains the following information:

Field type; related to the PLC program

Offset in the assembly

Device name of the PROFINET device as defined in the Communication
Configuration Tool

Tag name of the PROFINET device as defined in the Communication Configuration
Tool

Slot of the device in which the module is plugged

These names or values can be changed and adapted to your needs!

Subslot of the slot

Channel in the sub slot

Type related to the PROFINET protocol.

These names or values cannot be changed!
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User Defined Type Assembly PROFINET Channel 

Field Name Field
Type 

Offset Device
Name 

Device Tag Slot Sub
Slot 

Chann
el
Name 

Channe
l
Type 

State_1_2_1 SINT 0 et200s IM151-3 PN HF
V7.0 

2 1 Provide
r state 

Inputs_Bit0_1
_2_1 

BIT 1.0 et200s IM151-3 PN HF
V7.0 

2 1 Inputs Unsigne
d8.0

Inputs_Bit1_1
_2_1 

BIT 1.1 et200s IM151-3 PN HF
V7.0 

2 1 Inputs Unsigne
d8.1

Table 5: Example of mappings used

9.2 Assign a second (local) IP address under Windows 8

1. Open the Desktop 

2. Press the Windows start key and select Control Panel.

3. Select Network and Internet.

4. Open Network and Sharing Center.

5. Click Connections.

6. In the Connection Status window click Properties.

7. In the item connection list select Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4).

8. Click Properties. In the General dialog, the regular (first) IP address, the subnet
mask and the standard gateway are shown. 

9. Click Advanced to add a second IP address. Then click [Add] in the IP Addresses
dialog.

10. Enter the IP address and the subnet mask.

11. Click [Add].

12. Then confirm all open dialogs with [OK].

9.3 How to use the Search and Configure Tool

Softing's Search and Configure tool enables you to find out IP addresses for accessing
the FG-260. If possible, connect the PC directly to one of the Ethernet ports of the FG-
260 and launch the Search and Configure tool (All Programs  Softing Search and
Configure). Immediately after launching the tool starts searching for Softing gateways.
For this purpose it sends one broadcast message and checks for responses.

Note

We strongly recommend deactivating any other network adapter(s) besides
the one that is used for "Search and Configure" as long as the program is
running.
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The picture shows the user interface of the program after the search is finished and one
FG-260 has been found. You can see the address information for both Ethernet
interfaces (PROFINET and EtherNet/IP). Since the serial number is the same, the values
are related to the same device.

If required, you can configure the addresses. To do so, click [Configure] to open the
following window:

Depending on the selected entry you can change the settings for the EtherNet/IP or
PROFINET port. Enter the administrator password and click [Submit]. The values are
now uploaded to the FG-260.

It is possible to save and edit configuration information in a *.csv file and use this file as
input for address information to be sent to the device(s). In this case the *.csv  file has to
be available and must contain the appropriate information. By clicking the button 
[Configure via CSV file] the information will be displayed. Enter the administrator
password and click [OK] to upload the values to the FG-260.
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10 IP basics

This subsection provides a short introduction to the Internet Protocol (IP) which can be
useful in integrating the FG-260 in your Local Area Network (LAN). If you are already
familiar with the basics of the Internet Protocol, you may skip this subsection.

IP (Internet Protocol)

The Internet Protocol makes it possible to combine an undefined number of separate
networks to an overall network, allowing data exchange between any two network
stations in any two sub networks. The physical characteristics of the networks or of the
transmission paths (Ethernet, Token Ring, ISDN, ...) are of no importance. The data will
be transferred to the receiver independently of these differences.

IP address

Under IP, every network station has a unique Internet address, often called IP number.
This Internet address is a 32-bit value which is written, for better readability, in the form of
four decimal numbers (8-bit values) separated by dots (dot notation), e.g.
192.168.177.177. 

The Internet address consists of net ID and Host ID, where the net ID is used to identify
the network and the Host ID to identify the station within a network.

Which part of the IP address belongs to the net ID and which one to the Host ID,
depends on the size of the network. For the addressing of normal networks, there are
three network classes:

Class A

Class B

Class C

Address range of the
network

Possible number
of networks

Possible number of
hosts per network

Class A 1.xxx.xxx.xxx to
126.xxx.xxx.xxx

127 (27) Approx. 16 million (224)

Class B 128.0.xxx.xxx to
191.255.xxx.xxx

Approx. 16000 (214) Approx. 65000 (216)

Class C 192.0.0.xxx to
223.255.255.x

Approx. 2 million (221) Approx. 254 (28)

Table 6: Key Data of the different Network Classes

The default IP address setting of the FG-260 corresponds to class B. The first two bytes
of the IP address are used to identify the network; the last two bytes are used for
addressing the network station.
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Figure 12: IP Address 192.168.177.177

Assignment of the Host ID to the network station and, consequently, the resulting IP
address, can be selected as desired by the network operator (administrator). He must,
however, make sure that an IP address is unique throughout the entire network.

Gateway and Subnet Mask

The net ID indicates whether the receiver to which a connection is to be established, is
located in the same network as the transmitter. If this part of the IP address is identical
for the transmitter and the receiver, both are located in the same network. If the net IDs
are not identical, the receiver is located in a different network.

The networks can be connected by gateways/routers.

A network can be divided into sub networks. The net ID defined by the different network
classes is not sufficient for addressing such subnets, however; part of the Host ID must
be used for addressing the sub networks. This means that the net ID is enlarged and the
Host ID is reduced accordingly.

Which part of the IP address is evaluated as a net ID and which one as a Host ID, is
defined by the subnet mask. Like the IP address, the subnet mask is a 32-bit value
represented in dot notation. In binary notation, the part of the subnet mask which
corresponds to the net ID is filled with "1" digits; the part corresponding to the Host ID is
filled with "0" digits.

Figure 13: Subnet Mask 255.255.255.0

With each data packet to be transmitted, the IP driver compares its own IP address with
that of the receiver. Those bits of the subnet mask which are filled with 0-digits are
masked off in the IP address.

If the evaluated bits of both IP addresses are identical, both stations are located in the
same subnet. If this is not the case, the data packet must be passed to the gateway or
router for transfer to the target network.
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Gateways or routers are basically simply computers with two network cards. Ethernet
data packets received on card A are unpacked by the Ethernet driver, and the IP packet
contained in the Ethernet packet is passed to the IP driver. This driver checks whether
the target IP address belongs to the subnet connected to card B and the packet can be
transferred directly, or whether the IP packet must be passed to another gateway. In this
way, a data packet can pass several gateways or routers on its way from one network
station to another.

In addition to routers connecting one Ethernet subnet with another one, there are also
routers which change the physical medium, e.g. from Ethernet to Token Ring or ISDN.

Broadcast address

A broadcast address is used to send a message to all stations in a sub network. It is
recommended to use the highest station address in a sub network as broadcast address
(i.e. e. the broadcast address is built by setting all bits of the Host ID to "1").

The FG-260 is delivered with the pre-configured broadcast address 192.168.200.200.

Host name

An internet-connected machine may be addressed in either of two ways: by its IP
address or by its Host name. The Host name is a symbolic name (string), which can be
memorized more easily than an IP address. A Domain Name Service (DNS) is needed to
translate a Host name to the related IP address.

There is no Host name pre-configured in the FG-260.
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11 Technical Data

11.1 Specifications

Power supply 18 VDC...32 VDC; SELV/PELV supply mandatory

Typical input current is 200 mA; maximum is 1 A (considering the
rush-in current at switch-on).

Ethernet IEEE 802.3 100BASE-TX/10BASE-T

Minimum ambient
operating 
temperature

-40 °C

Storage
temperature

-40 °C...+85 °C

Altitude Must not exceed 2,000 m

Location Indoor use only; no direct sunlight

Safety standard IEC/EN/UL 61010-1 Safety requirements for electrical equipment
for measurement, control and laboratory use - Part 1: General
requirements and

IEC/EN/UL 61010-2-201 Safety requirements for electrical
equipment for measurement, control and laboratory use - Part 2-
201: Particular requirements for control equipment (both with CB
scheme).
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11.2 Installation position and related ambient operating temperature
TA

Depending on the installation position, different ambient operating temperatures are
allowed:

Horizontal installation position

Minimum
distance

Maximum permissible ambient temperature Ta

0 mm 55 °C

17.5 mm 65 °C

50 mm minimum distance to the air inlet and air outlet

Provide a minimum space of 50 mm to the air inlet and air outlet. Thus you
ensure a natural convection.

Rotated installation position

The maximum permissible ambient temperature values are also valid for a
180° rotated installation position.
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Vertical installation position

Minimum
distance

Maximum permissible ambient temperature Ta

0 mm 40 °C

17.5 mm 50 °C

50 mm minimum distance to the air inlet and air outlet

Provide a minimum space of 50 mm to the air inlet and air outlet. Thus you
ensure a natural convection.

Rotated installation position

The maximum permissible ambient temperature values are also valid for a
180° rotated installation position.
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11.3 Software features and specifications

For an overview about software features and specifications refer to sections Ethernet/IP
functionality available in the solution and PROFINET functionality available in the
solution.
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12 Glossary

AOI Acronym for Add On Instructions for
assemblies used in conjunction with RS Logix.

CIP Common Industrial Protocol (CIP), specification
maintained by ODVA organization

EDS Electronic Data Sheet

FF FOUNDATION Fieldbus

LAN Local Area Network

LAS Link Active Scheduler

LED Light Emitting Diode

LME Layer Management Entity

ODVA Open DeviceNet Vendors Association

RAM Random Access Memory

RPI Requested Package Interval

SAC SearchAndConfigure Tool

SNTP Simple Network Time Protocol

TCP Transmit Control Protocol

TFTP Trivial File Transfer Protocol

UDP User Datagram Protocol

UDT User Defined Type, part of an AOI
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13 Declarations by the manufacturer

This device complies with the requirements of the EC directive 2004/108/EG,
"Electromagnetic Compatibility" (EMC directive). It meets the following requirements:

Emission:

- EN 55011 Limits and methods of measurement of radio disturbance
characteristics of industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) radio
frequency equipment, group 1, class A

- EN 55022 Information technology equipment; Radio disturbance
characteristics; Limits and methods of measurement, class A

- EN 61000-6-4 Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC); Part 6-4: Generic standard –
Emission standard for industrial environments

Immunity:

- EN 61000-6-2 Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC); Part 6-2: Generic standard -
Immunity for industrial environments

A Declaration of Conformity in compliance with the above standards has been
made and can be requested from Enter value.

ROHS

The FG-260 device is ROHS compliant.

Note

To fulfill the EMC requirements, the other components of your installation (DC
adapter, Industrial Ethernet devices, etc.) also have to meet the EMC
requirements. A shielded cable must be used. In addition, the cable shield
must be grounded properly.

CAUTION

This is a Class A product. In a domestic environment this product may cause
radio interference in which case the user may be required to take adequate
measures!

FCC

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a
Class A digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are
designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when
the equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This equipment
generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed
and used in accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful
interference to radio communications. Operation of this equipment in a
residential area is likely to cause harmful interference in which case the user
will be required to correct the interference at his own expense.

WEEE

Electrical and electronic equipment must be disposed of separately from
normal waste at the end of its operational lifetime. Packaging material and
worn components shall be disposed of according to the regulations applicable
in the country of installation.
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Related Documents

FG-260

- Quick Startup Guide
- Web Interface Startup Guide (available online on the FG-260)

Softing Industrial Automation GmbH

Richard-Reitzner-Allee 6
85540 Haar / Germany
Tel: + 49 89 4 56 56-0
Fax: + 49 89 4 56 56-488
Internet:    http://industrial.softing.com
Email:       info.automation@softing.com
Support:   support.automation@softing.com
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